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Foreword
The background to this definition is the desire to remove problems in data exchange between soft-
ware systems used in the Steel Construction Industry, particularly Statics, CAx, ERP and PPS Sys-
tems.

This definition is intended only for transferring the different material identifiers (unique descriptions) 
in electronic data exchange.

The term “material identifiers” is interpreted in different ways. Software systems distinguish bet-
ween properties such as profile names (HE200A, HE200B), steel types (S235, S355), steel grades 
(JR, J0), delivery conditions (+N, +M), certificates (US, ABV), etc. The various data are created in 
the life cycle of planning and production, in various places and at different times, sometimes to dif-
ferent levels of detail. 

This document regulates the syntax and notation for the above specified properties of material 
identifiers. The extent to which the data is transferred between the different interfaces, and the 
combination of data transferred is left up to the individual interfaces, such as e.g. NC Interface, 
Parts Lists Interface, Product Interface, Assembly Interface etc.

Example

The NC Interface requires the specification of the profile name and physical material name. 
Specification of delivery conditions is not mandated by the NC Interface.
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Data Exchange Identifiers
The data exchange Identifier for a “material” or “article” (beam, plate, bolt) consists of the following 
elements:

<type>-<class>-<standard>-<key>-<set>-<strength>-<surf>

The elements are separated by hyphens. Use of special symbols is specified by rules which can be 
found in the Section “Special Symbols” below. If not all elements are present, then trailing hyphens 
may be left out.

Depending on the type of material or article, an element may be further sub-divided. The lowest le-
vel contains elements which are separated by colons. These properties may have arbitrary values, 
or may be constrained. In the following, valid values will be given for properties where possible. If 
values are specified here, then they are to be used in the interface. 

In some cases lists of values may be given.

Example:

An HE200A in S235JR+AR is to be transferred. The elements specified above are

<SEC>-<ROL>-<DIN_1025\-3:1994_03>-<HE200A>-<>-<S235:JR:+AR>-<>

The pointed brackets indicate the correspondence to the elements defined above, the Data Ex-
change Identifier in this case would be

SEC-ROL-DIN_1025\-3:1994_03-HE200A—S235:JR:+AR

For existing interfaces, it must be determined which parts of the Identifier are to be output. This 
enables existing solutions to remain largely unchanged.

The ASCII-NC Interface specifies:
• in Block ST Line 7 the element <key>, e.g. HE200A,
• in Block ST Line 5 the elements <strength_material> and <strength_quality>, e.g. S235JR. For 

reasons of backwards compatibility, no separator (':') is necessary.

The element strength for profiles consists of the properties material, quality, supply condition and 
test method(s). 

For the NC Interface, material and quality are specified. Supply condition can be given, but need 
not be. Test methods must not be given.
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Special Symbols

The Data Exchange Identifier has some reserved special symbols. Should these occur in the con-
tent of an element, a backslash must precede them as an escape character. The following symbols 
require an escape character:

Symbol Meaning

- A hyphen separates the individual elements of an identifier.

/ A slash separates multiple values (lists) within a single element.

: A colon is used as separator within an element.

_ Underline is used as a replacement for a space within an element.

\ A backslash is the escape character. If the backslash itself is needed as a symbol, then 
2 backslashes are used.

| Reserved for future use

~ Reserved for future use

; Reserved for future use
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Type 

This property denotes the basic type of the data object. The following types are currently defined:

Abbreviation Name Description

CON Connection Bolt connections with optional nuts and washers

SEC Section Beam material which requires only an additional length specification

PLN Plane Plate material which requires a width and a length specification

The type SEC also contains Flats, as these only require a length specification.

Class

The class is a finer subdivision of the material. The class is a sub-term of the type.

Classes for the type CON

Abbreviation Name Description

BOL Bolt Single bolt

NUT Nut Single nut

WAS Washer Single washer

BOS Bolt Set Set consisting of bolt, nut and washer

ANC Anchor Anchor

STU Stud Stud

Classes for the type PLN

Abbreviatio
n

Name Description

PLT Plate (Smooth) plates

CPL Checker Plate Checker and corrugated plate

GRT Grate Grate

Classes for the type SEC

Abbreviatio
n

Name Description

ROL Rolled Profile  Rolled profile 

CMP Compound Welded / joined profiles

CLA Cladding Cladding, roof/wall/ceiling elements
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Standard

This properties denotes the standard or the certification. For sets, several standards may be speci-
fied, separated by slashes. The standard has the following structure:

<Name>:<Time>

Examples

Standard with date:
DIN_EN_14399\-4:2006_06

Set with several standards:
DIN_EN_14399\-4:2006_06/Z\-14.4\-629:2012_06

Explanation:
• The separator is the colon
• DIN EN Standard, with subsection specified
• Certification without subsection specified
• Standard and certification are separated by the list symbol

Standard Name

The name consists of the standard acronym (DIN, EN, ISO etc.) and the standard number. If the 
standard has subsections, the relevant subsection must be specified, e.g. 
DIN EN 14399 subsection 4 should be written as DIN_EN_14399\-4.

Standard Date

Depending on the type of standard, this either specifies the date when it came into effect, or the 
end of the period for which a certification, for example, is valid. The date is given as Year and 
Month in the form YYYY_MM

Key

The key is the actual material name, which taken together with the standard is unique. The struc-
ture of the key depends on the type and class. 

Keys for materials with certification are an exception (the standard begins with ETA or Z). For the-
se materials, the key is the producer-specific name.

It is accepted that identical materials or articles from different producers may each have their own 
name, and can thus represent separate materials or articles. Software can however recognise 
identical material via the certification number. 

The following types / classes have keys structured as follows:

Type Classes Pattern Description

CON BOL, 
BOS

<g><d>X<l> <g> = thread type, <d> = diameter, 
<l> = length

PLN GTR <t>_<h>X<s>_<a>X<b> <t> = type: P: pressing grid SP: welded pressing grid
<h> = height, <s> = thickness,
<a> = support bar separation, 
<b> = crossbar separation
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Set

Sets are dependent on type and class:

Type Classes Pattern Description

CON BOS B<n>N<n>W B stands for bolt.
<n>N stands for nut.
<n>W stands for washer.
A bolt set always contains exactly one bolt and at least one nut 
or washer. The number 1 must be written, and is not a default 
value. The number 0 is invalid, components which are not 
needed are not specified.

Strength

Different formats hold depending on type.

Type CON

The strength of the connecting article is given. For sets, several values are given, separated by the 
list symbol. This is also specified even if the strength is uniquely implied by the standard, as in 
14399-4, as this is not the case for all standards, e.g. not for 14399-3.

<strength class>[/<strength class>]

Types SEC, PLN

The data element is divided into properties (with their corresponding value ranges). 

Example: The material name S355J2+N:US consists of the properties “steel type” (material), “steel 
quality”, “supply condition” and certification / test methods. Multiple test methods are to be speci-
fied with the list symbol, e.g. S355:J2::US/Z25.

• For the property “material”, possible values S235,S355,S460,S690 etc. are defined.
• For the property “quality”, possible values  J0,J2,K2  etc. are defined
• For the property “supply condition”, possible values  +M,+N,+AR etc. are defined.
• For the property “test methods”, possible values   3.1,ABV,US  etc. are defined.

Note:

Actual use of the properties is specified separately in each  interface. The interface itself defines 
which optional and obligatory properties are placed in their corresponding data fields, as well sa 
their order.

Material

Steel type or material or material number must be given. The pre-defined values are:

Standard Examples

Short name from DIN EN 10027-1 (2005-10) S235, S355, S460, GS200 etc.

Material number from EN 10027-2 (1992-09) 1.437, 1.4301 etc.
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Quality

The quality of the steel. Possible values are given by the 10027 Part 1 (2005), Table 1 „Stähle für 
den Stahlbau“ („Steel for Steel Construction”).

Combinations such as JRH are to be given as a value, not as a list.

Standard Examples

DIN EN 10027 Part 1 (2005-10), Table „Stähle für den Stahlbau“ 
(„Steel for Steel Construction”).

JR, J0, K2 etc.

Supply conditions

Predefined values are:

Standard Examples

DIN EN 10025 Parts 1 to 5 (2011-04) +AR, +M, +N etc.

Certificates and Test Methods

Predefined values are:

Type Description

ABV Weld bead bend test

US Ultrasonic inspection

Z15, Z25 etc. Z Quality following DASt Guidelines or DIN EN 1993-1-10

3.1 Material Certification

Surf

A series of surface treatments.

<surface treatment>[/<surface treatment>]

For connecting materials, the following values are predefined:

Type Description

TZN Hot-dip galvanisation

ZN Electro-galvanisation

SW Black
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Examples
PLN-PLT-DIN_EN_10029:2011_02-BL20-S355:J0::US
Plate following DIN EN 10029 in the version from February 2011. 

PLN-GRT-DIN_24537:2006_04-SP_40X3_30X44
Grate following DIN 24537 in the version from April 2006.

SEC—ROL-DIN_1025\-3:20XX-HE200A-S235:JR:+N:3.1-ZN
HEA Profile, galvanised, with certification.

SEC-CLA-DIN_EN_1993\-1\-3-T135.1\/310x1.25--ZN
Trapezoidal cross section following specified standard. 

CON-ANC-ETA\-05\/0069:2013_12-FAZ_II_8\/160
Anchor bolt FAZ II 8/160, certification ETA-05/0069 with validity until December 2013. The manu-
facturers description is FAZ II 8/160.
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Use in DTSV Interfaces
If an interface cannot or will not provide all the data exchange identifiers, elements or properties 
can be given out individually together with their field names. 

The value ranges given above hold. 

Field name Content

type PLN, SEC, CON

class BOL, PLT etc.

standard DIN_EN_10029:2011_02

standard_name DIN_EN_10029

standard_date 2011_02

key see above

strength 0.9, S355:JR:+AR:3.1

strength_material S355 etc.

strength_quality JR, J0 etc.

strength_supp +AR etc.

strength_test 3.1 etc.

surf see above
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Examples

The following are examples for different implementations of value output. The interface itself defi-
nes which properties are to be output. The examples are in CSV text (e.g. for importing into Excel) 
and as XML fragments. For the CSV example, the header with field name and one data line is 
shown. In the XML fragment, the fields are shown as attributes. 

Simple example: Output Profile HE200A in S235JR

...;key;strength_material;strength_quality;...

...;HE200A;S235;JR;...

<Anything key=“HE200A“ strength_material=“S235“ 
strength_quality=“JR“/>

Further example: additional specification of profile standard, additional specification of type 
and class

...;type;standard;key;strength_material;strength_quality;...

...;SEC;DIN_1025\-3:1994_03;HE200A;S235;JR;...

<Anything type=“SEC“ standard=“DIN_1025\-3:1994_03“ key=“HE200A“ 
strength_material=“S235“ strength_quality=“JR“/>

Set of bolt and nut following 14399-4 plus 2 washers following 14399-6.

...;type;class;set;standard;key;strength;surf;...

...;CON;BOS;B1N2W;DIN_EN_14399\-4:2006_06/DIN_EN_14399\-6:2006_06; 
M16X100;10.9/10;TZN;...

<Anything type=“CON“ class=“BOS“ set=“B1N2W“ standard=“DIN_EN_14399\-
4:2006_06/DIN_EN_14399\-6:2006_06“ key=“M16X100“ strength=“10.9/10“ 
surf=“TZN“/>

Non-standard material

Anchor bolts FAZ II 8/160, certification ETA-05/0069 with validity until December 2013.  The manu-
facturers description is FAZ II 8/160.

...;type;class;standard;key;...

...;CON;ANC;ETA\-05\/0069:2013_12;FAZ_II_8\/160;...

<Anything type=“CON“ class=“ANC“ standard=“:ETA\-05\/0069:2013_12“ 
key=“FAZ_II_8\/160“/>
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